UNICA
Universitry Common

Application

University Onboarding Procedure
and FAQ's

ABOUT US
Unica Solutions is the parent company operating and managing multiple portals relevant
for different stakeholder engagements since 2009. It's a technology outfit providing
digital marketing & offline networking solutions to the key stakeholders exclusively in
the International Student Mobility Sector. Our technology portfolio includes CRM for
recruitment consultants, Education Event technologies, Academic/ Marketing/ Channel
Development Campaigns used by providers in 160+ countries.

UNICA as a product ?
UNICA- University Common Application is one of the product/platform/portals, i.e. a dedicated
platform for Higher Education University globally, enabling University to connect with Students
directly and receive FULL APPLICATIONS from the interested, good quality and meritorious
students. The project was designed keeping in mind everything that globally reputed university
would need. Also, it addresses every single challenge Institutions faces in terms of implementing
any digital/third party engagement.
UNICA engages these students through our verified channel partners ( Reputed High Schools
and Recruiters) from 160+ countries and our Student Interaction Portals (SIPs) that focuses on
incentivising students for Studying abroad.
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A

The Largest Scholarship portal with
annual traffic of 12 million students

B

Has a track record of distributing
roughly 10 million USD in scholarships
every year
As a technology platform that expertise

Several exclusive relationships for
identifying and processing students

C

for Corporate / Government Schol-

D

arships, which further ensures the

in engaging millions of students on
the portal and process their applications

high quality of student engagement
looking to study abroad

HOW DOES IT WORK ?
We are currently onboarding highly reputed universities to benefit from this since the platform
is RISK-FREE and ZERO UPFRONT INVESTMENT for the University.
UNICA bears the risk of investing and promoting the University on different SIPs. As a scholarship
portal, we wish to offer more of our own "UNICA scholarships" to students who will successfully
enrol at the University. Thus, we charge the university a procurement fee which is payable by
the university 6 weeks after the student enrols at the university and we use that fee towards
our cost of engagement and giving UNICA scholarships to the students or compensating the
verified channel partners depending on the source of application.
The university is only required to decide on a Procurement Fee. UNICA is 100% transparent,
and the institution will be able to view the division of the procurement budget through their
dashboard and see how much money is used towards giving students UNICA- Scholarships or
used in compensating the channel partner.

Click here to watch how it works?
https://www.unica.co.in
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STEP BY STEP PROCESS FROM ACCOUNT
ACTIVATION TO STUDENT ENROLMENT

Below are the steps to explain how UNICA account for university will work:

STEPS:01
University to create the
profile on UNICA, listing
all the programmes they
would like to promote
amongst students.
Updating all the material
relevant for the Student
Promotion Campaign.

02

03

04

University to decide
a P ro c uremen t F E E /
Budget No cost to be paid
until there is a Full Application received and enrolled.

University to provide
training to our counsellors
so that they are enabled
to engage the student
and tell them more about
the University.

UNICA starts to invest,
promote and market the
programs listed on the
University profile on our
Student Interaction Portals.

06

07

08

As University you see which
students are short-listing
your courses and engage
with them directly on
webinars,
personal
interviews, emails or mobile
notifications. The student
gets to send Application to
maximum 3 university;
thus the conversions are
high.

UNICA team helps the
student to complete the
application and share
the Application with
the university in the
format accepted by the
university
(online
application/email/ other
formats).

University to review and
approve the application.

10

11

12

Student Enrolled and
starts the program with
the university.

6 Weeks after the
student
enrollment
University to pay the
Procurement Budget
to UNICA.

UNICA uses that budget to
offer UNICA Scholarships
back to the student.

05
UNICA Team with the use
of technology
and
human resources to
engage
and
filter
relevant applicants for
the coures offered by
your university.

09
O n ce a p p l i c a t i o n i s
approved, UNICA team
al on g with U ni ve r si t y
to work on the
student enrolment -Visa
Docu m e n t a t i o n /
requirements, supporting
the student to complete
enrollment.

YOUR
PICTURE
HERE
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STATISTICS
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC

29, 870 Students
SOURCES
Channel Partners

Portals

64.5%

35.4%

QUALIFIED ANNUAL STUDENT PROFILES

621, 722

INTEREST LEVELS

54.9%
36.3%

2.1%

Post Graduate

Under Graduate

5.4%

1.3%

PHD

Short Term Courses
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Top 20 Countries on our Traffic Chart
India

Bangaldesh

Nigeria

Vietnam

Thailand

Sri Lanka

Nepal

Indonesia

Ghana

Brazil

China

Japan

Russia

Kazakstan

Malaysia

Ukraine

Taiwan

Mexico

Saudi Arabia

Pakistan

Total traffic from 82 countries
Algeria

Angola

Argentina

Armenia

Azerbaijan

Bahrain

Bangladesh

Belarus

Bhutan

Bolivia

Brazil

Bulgaria

Burundi

Cambodia

Cameroon

Chile

China

Colombia

Costa Rica

Cuba

Cyprus

DR Congo

Ecuador

Egypt

Ethiopia

France

Gambia

Ghana

India

Indonesia

Iran

Israel

Italy

Jamaica

Japan

Jordan

Kazakhstan

Kenya

Kuwait

Kyrgyzstan

Malawi

Malaysia

Mauritius

Mexico

Moldova

Mongolia

Morocco

Mozambique

Myanmar

Nepal

Nigeria

Oman

Paraguay

Pakistan

Peru

Qatar

Romania

Russia

Rwanda

Saudi Arabia

Senegal

South Africa South Korea

Sri Lanka

Tajikistan

Tanzania

Thailand

Tunisia

Turkey

Turkmenistan

Uganda

Uruguay

Uzbekistan

Venezuela

Vietnam

West Indies

Ukraine
Zambia

United
Kingdom United States

Philippines

Zimbabwe

Top 20 Searched subject areas
Business and Management ( General )
Accounting & Finance

Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Economics & Econometrics

Law

Hospitality and Hotel Management
Art and Design

Computer Science & Information Systems
Medicine

Aeronautical & Manufacturing Engineering

Communication & Media Studies

Politics & International Studies

Chemical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Entrepreneurship

Mechanical Engineering

Architecture / Built Environment

www.unica.co.in

Fashion and Design

Sports-related Subjects
Language & Literature
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TOP 10 DESTINATIONS IN DEMAND
Australia

TOP 10 TRENDING DESTINATIONS
Malaysia

TOP 3 SEARCHES BY REGION
Study in Europe
Searches by
Region

Study in Asia
Study in the Middle East

APPLICATION TO ENROLMENT RATIO OF - 2.8:1
For every 2.8 application, there is an enrolment.
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FAQ’s
What is Procurement Budget? Is this the only cost to use UNICA for Direct
Enrolments?

Yes, Procurement budget is the only cost to use UNICA, and it is 100% RISK-FREE. Using our two
decades of experience in Education Mobility and handling millennium generation on digital
platforms. We have enabled our Student Interaction Portals to digitally engage, filter and find
out students who are interested in studying abroad and with expert human intervention for
verification, validating intentions and support in choosing the programmes we will be able to
generate 100% complete and compliant DIRECT applications for your institution.
Procurement Budget or More commonly known as " Commission"
It is the predefined budget to recruit each student directly using our portals or from verified
channel partners. The Institution pays it only after the successful enrolment of the student. This
budget is used for three primary purposes
a) Digital Media Promotions to generate more interest by increasing global digital presence
b) Man Hours spent on generating complete applications, each application has to undergo our
own verification before it is forwarded to the Institution
C) Compensation and Marketing cost towards the Engagement of the Channel Partner ( High School
or Verified Recruiter)

Read the example below to understand it better.

We already offer standard scholarships to all eligible students. Does it still work
for us?
Yes, the scholarships offered by us are on top of standard awards provided by your Institution.
This is to incentivise and motivate the student to use the portal and apply directly. We receive
these scholarship funds under several corporate and government schemes and our Not for
Profit organisation is responsible in the allocation of these scholarships to eligible students.
Currently, 20 million USD is distributed to the eligible students.

How much should be my ideal procurement Budget?
The student is the final decision maker as they are engaged on the portal to choose an
Institution independently. The higher budget would mean more direct promotions to keep
the student engaged in experiencing high conversion and success. You can always speak to
our advisor to find out the ideal budget to expect reasonable result based, which is always
based on the Country, Courses Offered and Ranking of the Institution.
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IT IS HOWEVER RECOMMENDED THAT IN CASE YOU USE CONSULTANTS TO RECRUIT
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS, THEN THIS AMOUNT SHALL NOT BE LESS THAN STANDARD
COMMISSION YOU OFFER TO YOUR PARTNER CONSULTANT. If you do not use Consultants for student recruitments in that case it usually starts from 10% of the annual tuition fee.

We do not offer any scholarships. How can we still beneıt?
THIS IS NOT YOUR SCHOLARSHIP, and These are funds raised from several corporates and
government bodies which are allocated for the purpose of Educational Scholarships only. You
must not really be worried as students can use these funds to pay your fee if they manage to
get such scholarship.

We have an exclusive Partner / Local ofıce/ Agent for recruitment in some
countries. Does it still work for us?
Yes, we are aggregators of Student Interaction portals so it does not impact us what channel
partners you use for processing your students. Similar to when you assign a budget to promote
your courses on FACEBOOK or Using Exhibitions the outcome is a student lead which can be
processed using any channel partners. Similarly, our portal will generate 100% completed
application and you can decide to choose a channel to handle it.

We do not offer any scholarships. How can we still beneıt?
THIS IS NOT YOUR SCHOLARSHIP, It is a budget used by UNICA and some part of it used as
UNICA scholarship case of student apply directly to our scholarship portal. You do not have to
offer any scholarships as an Institution. You need to assign the procurement budget to attract
and engage students directly. Like you would do if you want to advertise or promote yourself
on Social Media, Exhibitions and other portals but the difference is we take the RISK for you and
ask for the payment of pre-decided budget only 6 weeks after the enrolment of the student but
also give the Scholarship to the students out of the procurement budget itself. In case of a
doubt watch the video " How it works" or read the examples above.

Can we use this system as a Recruitment Consultant?
No, the account has to be created by the University only. If you are an exclusive agent/
partner / country office, in that case, University can create a user and provide access to you.
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How is it Procurement fee different from commission and UNICA platform
different from an Agent model?
Every student is directly vetted and filtered by the experts at UNICA, and there is no selling in
the process, the student can make an independent choice, and the Institution can engage with
the student directly from the point of interest to enrolment directly at any point of time. Also,
being a leading scholarship platform limited number of students also receives additional grants
from the corporate and government donors who are engaged on our portals. This is a huge
encouragement for our users to stay engaged with us.
We also engage reputed High Schools and channel partners to generate the applications
using the UNICA platform. We are a non-competitive scholarship portal for any channel
partner or consultant.

Agent

UNICA
MODEL

Can I see how many students are engaged in the courses offered by my institutions?

No

Yes

Can I see these students profiles?

No

Yes

Can I directly engage these students in webinars or activities by sending
them notifications?

No

Yes

How is the success fee used?

Profits

Scholarship

Is counselling sales oriented?

Yes

No

100% transparent technology-driven platform

No

Yes

Factors Distinguishing these two models

We do not offer scholarships, how we use unica ?
It is not a scholarship offered by the Institution. It is a scholarship provided by UNICA to the
students using its SIPs (Student Interaction Portals)

What happens if the student does not enrol?
You DO NOT PAY. The risk of success is on us.
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Do you guarantee any results?
We guarantee the reach out. If your procurement budget is ideal for attracting the students and
you support us to provide relevant information to students and keep them engaged, then it is
hard to miss on results based on the demand trends on the portal.

Can I have a trial ırst?
Yes, it is free to Sign up, and you do not have to pay anything. We only charge for promotions
( procurement Budget) once the student successfully enrols with you.

Do I get to see analytics about my promotions?
Yes, it is 100% transparent system. Also use our smart traffic monitors to find out how many
students are eligible, interested and have budgets for enrolling in your courses to plan your
marketing effectively.

Can we advertise directly to students? Or Can we send notiıcations to all the
students who are eligible and interested in my course/country?
Yes, your dashboard on UNICA will permit you to filter students based on their preferences,
budget and courses of interest. Also, you are only advertised directly to the students on our
student interaction portals once your account is activated to UNICA without any extra cost.
However, if your institution decides independently to run additional promotions, Banners and
visibility on the portal, you have to pay the cost depending on the country in which you wish to
promote as the prices may vary for each portal.

What are the other beneıts of having a proıle with UNICA?
Read below on the page what else the UNICA app can do for you as a professional in
Education/International Mobility sector.
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